



























The present proof begins by changing the data of the problem. In stead
of an only equation, the traditional :
Un = Xn + Y n
We define two equations :










which allows to define four decreasing and restricted sequences. We study
those sequences and an elementary calculus allows us to conclude quickly
that there is no solution for n > 2.
4 Preliminary
Our goal is to prove that if U, X, Y, n are positive integers, they never verify
for n > 2 an equation such as : (a)
Un = Xn + Y n
Our proof is supported by a reasoning that must conduct to an absurd re-
sult. We will suppose that ∃U,X, Y and n positive integers which verify :
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Then they verify :
(1)
























Then if U, X, Y, n are positive integers which verify (a), u, x, y, z, n as
defined must verify simultaneously (1) and (2) :
(1)












z2 = X2Y 2
un = (Xn + Y n)2
xn = Xn(Xn + Y n)
yn = Y n(Xn + Y n)
p = GCD(X, Y ) = HCF (X, Y )
X2 = p2v22
and
Y 2 = p2t22
with






















un = p2nwn = p2nw2n2
For n = 1
w2 = v2 + t2
has an infinity of solutions
for n = 2
















2 are coprime two by two.


































































































2 > vn3 + t
n
3 > 1































































2 > vni+1 + t
n
i+1 > 1
and : vni + t
n
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































it is impossible !
6 Conclusion
The recurrence conducts us to an impossibility for n > 2, the initial hy-
pothesis is not correct, we never have for n > 2, simultaneously (1) et (2),
which means that we never have (a).
Fermat-Wiles theorem is proved for U, X, Y positive integers.
But, if ∀X, Y, U, n > 2 positive integers
Un 6= Xn + Y n
then
(adf)n 6= (cbf)n + (ebd)n









∀a, b, c, d, e, f positive integers and n > 2 !
The proof is general !
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